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Background

The visit to Berlin, Germany is a follow-up to an invitation to DKI to participate at the Asia

Pacific Week (APW) 2019. APW has been focusing on innovation around Startups and their

ecosystems, the global megatrend of the 21st century. In an exchange between Startups,

industry and SMEs, the most important trends of the 4th Industrial Revolution will be

discussed to develop joint projects and partnerships. APW is a collaboration forum that

brings together experts from the world of business, science and technology, politics and

government.

Driven by a youthful population of more than 250 million people owning at least 100 million

smartphones, Indonesia has seen a rapid growth in the number of Startups trying to

capitalize on this potential in a growing economy. Participating at APW can be a platform for

collaboration and cooperation between the two Cities Jakarta and Berlin.

DKI delegation has been receiving an individual program that was fostering on following

topics: Smart City, Entrepreneurship, Jakarta-Berlin Sister City Cooperation, 3D Mapping, e-

Government and ICT services for public administration in Berlin. Aim was to share best

practices from Berlin and elaborate potential fields of cooperation. In cooperation with the

Indonesian Embassy in Berlin, DKI has been presenting it's latest innovation and strategy

plan of Smart City 4.0. Participating Startups have been also presenting their technology and

services among international participants and sharing their story of cooperation with local

Governments in Indonesia especially with DKI.



Activities

Monday, May 13, 2019

1. Opening of the Asia Pacific Week at Haus der Deutschen Wirtschaft

2. Conference on Innovation at Haus der Deutschen Wirtschaft

3. Meeting with the Indonesian Ambassador to Germany

The meeting was chaired by the Indonesian Ambassador to Germany, Mr. Arief

Havas Oegroseno, also present at the event were representatives from the

Creative Economy Agency, Startup AsiaBerlin hlub - Manager in Jakarta and

several representatives of Startups from Jakarta, Makassar, Bandung and

Medan.

Participants were discussing the proactive role of Indonesian government through

cooperation with the Indonesian Embassy in Germany and the enhancement of

cooperation between Berlin and Jakarta. Participants have been expressing the

importance of exchange of expertise and know-how which is needed by

Indonesia.

•

•

Tuesday, May 14, 2019

1. Connecting Startup Cities Conference at Spreewerkstatten

2. Meeting with the Chief of Protocol of the Federal State of Berlin

The meeting was chaired by the Head of the Berlin Government Protocol, Mr.

Proepstl

Aim was to discuss the program of sister-cities Berlin Jakarta, whose 25th

anniversary will fall in 2019

On this occasion, the Jakarta assured support for several cooperation

programs, such as education, youth and sports and health that have long

been established and the impact and scope will continue to be developed.

For more detailed technical follow-up, Berlin and Jakarta are extending their

continuous dialogue

European Grant Application of Berlin and Jakarta has been evaluated by

European Commission successfully. Proof of eligibility of Berlin and Jakarta is

under way; project may start in September or October 2019



Wednesday, May 15, 2019

1. Embassy Day at Asia Pacific Week: Smart city and Urban Innovation: Indonesia

Perspective at Spreewerkstätten

Jakarta has the opportunity to get a special forum attended by various groups.

Speakers:

Perry On (Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia)

Raditya Wibowo (Senior Vice President, Global Transport Go-Jek)

Syaifullah (Non-Banking Access Director, Indonesian Creative Economy Agency)

Atika Nur Rahmania (Head of Department for Communication, Informatics and

Statistics - Jakarta Provincial Government)

Dr. Rainer Seider (Head of the Foreign Trade, Development Cooperation and

European Policy Unit, State of Berlin)

David Christian (Founder & CEO, Evoware)

Adi Reza Nugroho (Co-founder & CEO, Mycotech)

Kristina Sembiring (CEO, MOI)

On this occasion, DKI explained the collaboration that has been and will be carried out with

digital Startups to improve services to the public. One of the highlights is the collaboration

with Nodeflux and Go-pay in improving the tax compliance and generation of data for

Jakarta.

2. Visit to EUREF-Campus

EUREF https://euref.de/en/home en/ is a business unit that is managed

privately but has a social and environmental mission.

Through the incubation center of a local pilot company, EUREF encourages

the creation of a campus ecosystem that enables any radical ideas related to

reducing greenhouse gas emissions and increasing access to

environmentally friendly vehicles.

•

3. VIP Networking Cruise: On this occasion, DKI Jakarta has the opportunity to network

with all conference participants, including investors, Startups and government

representatives.

Thursday, May 16, 2019

1. Visit to Berlin Location Center (BLC)

This visit is to see first-hand how ICT can be used to encourage compliance

with the arrangement of regions and buildings in Berlin. The 3D mapping



model for proposed construction and the paid subscription-based self-service

system are two initiatives that need to be studied to be developed in Jakarta.

•

•

2. Visit to the Berlin IT Service Center (ITDZ)

This visit was conducted to get input on the plan to develop Jakarta Smart

City Unit as a regional public service body.

The ITDZ is a government-formed body to provide technology services for

government and society.

The organizational form and task and responsibilities of the Center have

been discussed

Additionally, e-Government task of ITDZ have been discussed and compared

to DKI current status quo

3. Startup Asian Berlin Reception

On this occasion, Nodeflux, a pilot company that collaborated with DKI Jakarta in the

field of artificial intelligence in tax compliance, has been presenting its technology and

collaboration with DKI to the audience. This collaboration is a best practice from Jakarta

on collaboration between Startups and local government to enhance services and

performance of e-Government tasks. Local Startups from Berlin have been encouraged

to visit Jakarta and elaborate on a potential cooperation.

I


